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Derek Jones reports from a new exhibition celebrating the UK’s top furniture designers

Evolution of Tradition is a new exhibition 
of luxurious bespoke furniture, 
designed and made by some of the 

UK’s most distinguished craftspeople. The 
exhibition is the result of a collaboration 
between The Furniture Makers’ Company 
and Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour. 
For the first time, these two respected 
institutions have come together to host this 
very special event showcasing designs 
purely from Bespoke Guild Mark holders. 

The Bespoke Guild Mark 
The Bespoke Guild Mark, awarded by 
The Furniture Makers’ Company, is the 
ultimate accolade for designer-makers, 
recognising excellence in design, materials, 
craftsmanship and function for exquisite 
pieces of furniture made as single items 
or a limited run of up to 12. In order to be 
awarded a Bespoke Guild Mark, each design 
will first have been stringently vetted and 
scrutinised by a panel of judges made up of 
some of the UK’s best designers and makers 
of bespoke furniture. 
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Laurent Peacock
An industrial designer by training, having gained a First Class degree in 
2001, Laurent Peacock steered away from designing mass-produced 
plastic widgets to instead pursue a passion for hands-on making. 

In 2016/17 Laurent trained in fine furniture making under Marc 
Fish at Robinson House Studio before going on to set up his own 
practice. He is naturally inquisitive and harbours a fascination for 
materials, often resulting in unexpected combinations of colours, 

Rupert McBain
Rupert McBain Studio specialises in creating distinctive 
bespoke furniture from exquisite materials. Rupert designs 
furniture and leads a team of makers engaged in the production 
of one-off pieces for an international client base. He studies 
form, texture and colour, drawing on subtleties of influence and 

Angus Ross
Angus Ross is a designer and maker based in Highland Perthshire, 
Scotland. He has run a studio-workshop for 25 years and is  best 
known for his innovative use of steam bending to make sophisticated 
furniture characterised by dynamic curvaceous lines. Since 2004 he 
has been a co-owner of a beautiful, native woodland on the banks 
of the River Tay. As part of a sustainable management plan, a few 
carefully selected trees are felled, milled and prepared for furniture 
making each year. This green undried oak is the source material that 
has led to a deep exploration of the ancient art of steam-bending. 

His recent work combines steam-bending, traditional 
woodwork and CNC cutting. The furniture is made to commission 
for private collectors, for public places and public collections 
across the UK including the new V&A Dundee. His work has 
been widely published in the Financial Times, FT How To Spend 
It, The Times, Vogue, Homes & Gardens, the Guardian and 
is featured in The Story of Scottish Design, published by the 
V&A, September 2018. 
Web: www.angusross.co.uk

patterns, textures and techniques. Laurent’s technical savvy and 
creative air, combined with extreme patience and attention to detail, 
earned his Sika console table the Bespoke Guild Mark in 2017. 

He works on commissions for private clients and high-end interior 
designers as well as one-off pieces for exhibition, small batch 
collections and experimental surface materials. 
Web: www.laurentpeacock.com

concept to shape a piece of considered furniture. 
Craft at the highest level is combined with technology 
and fantastic materials to produce pieces that are beyond 
the ordinary. 
Web: rupertmcbainstudio.com

‘I fuse traditional craftsmanship and time-honoured timbers with 
cutting-edge techniques and new materials, often presenting familiar 
ingredients in surprising and unfamiliar ways’ 

‘I bring a particular and evolving aesthetic to furniture. While 
maintaining my own vision, I engage and produce pieces which  
resonate deeply with both clients and architectural spaces’ 

‘Design informs my approach. 
Steam-bending informs my making 
– a few moments of intense physical 
interaction in partnership with the wood. 
As a woodsman I am balancing the 
needs of the woodland, the workshop 
and the customer from every step 
from standing tree to final oiling’ 
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Tim Gosling
Tim Gosling graduated from Central School of Art and Design in 
1987 with a degree in Theatre Design. In 2005, following 18 years as 
a Director at Linley, Tim set up Gosling and has built up an inspiring 
portfolio, with commissions for interiors, super yachts and furniture 
worldwide. Commercial projects include The Goring, one of London’s 
last five-star hotels and the only hotel in the world to receive a Royal 
Warrant. Tim has been instrumental in the furniture design for the 
Bond Street flagship Jaeger Le-Coultre store, the luxury Swiss watch 
and clock manufacturer. 

Tim’s bespoke furniture design has both style and longevity, 
and an international reputation for excellence. His commissions 
draw inspiration from classical architecture and styles but have a 
contemporary feel. Every piece of furniture and every element of  
an interior are completed to the most rigorous standards using  
the best materials and traditional cabinetmaking techniques. 
Web: www.tgosling.com

Katie Walker
Katie Walker is a furniture designer and sculptor. She 
has an art-based approach coupled with a desire for 
pragmatism. She holds the belief that our quality of life 
will be enhanced by beauty in the everyday functional 
objects we use. Her designs are inspired by an ongoing 
interest in the mathematical aspects of natural forms 
and are achieved by the harmonious combination of 
structure and function. Works range from the light and 
witty through commercial commissions to sculptural 
pieces, with each design showing a structural integrity 
and an inherent understanding of how materials can be 
used in the most efficient way. 

Born in London in 1969, her education culminated 
with two years at the Royal College of Art. In 1994  
she established Katie Walker Furniture, which she 
continues to run today. She has received many  
notable commissions including a high chair for  
HRH Prince George. 
Web: www.katiewalkerfurniture.com

‘My distinctive collaboration with the 
client ensures the furniture I design has 
integrity. From the initial sketch, the idea 
can develop and evolve to encompass both 
the client’s needs and vision and a unique, 
bespoke piece they will be happy to live 
with for years’ 

‘My work illustrates the reworking of the 
traditional, stretching and pushing the 
boundaries of possibilities of form and 
material through inventive treatments and 
innovative techniques and celebrating that 
beyond the functional aspect of the work’ 

Jake Phipps
Jake Phipps is a distinguished British designer 
who graduated from John Makepeace’s 
furniture design school, Parnham College, 
in 1999. In 2005 he set up his own studio 
in London and began designing production 
pieces for a wide range of European 
manufacturers, including Gebruder Thonet, 
Riva, Innermost and Casamania. Since 2010 
he has specialised in designing and making 
his own unique and highly engineered pieces 
to order and to commission. This award-
winning work is often characterised by 
energetic and elegant metallic forms that are 
not only purposeful but also exude a luxurious 
and precious quality to them. 
Web: www.jakephipps.com

‘My work often mimics the simple yet 
direct forms and movement commonly 
found in nature; by re-imagining static 
objects with a unique use of materials, 
finishes and engineering’ 

Edward Johnson
Edward Johnson established his business in 2009 after gaining 
invaluable experience working in the furniture design and 
manufacturing industry. He graduated in 2007 from Buckinghamshire 
Chilterns University with a First-Class honours degree. He has since 
gone on to develop a deep understanding for his craft and now 
produces museum quality furniture for private and commercial clients. 
Edward has been commissioned to design and make bespoke 
furniture for a range of clientele, from first-timers to seasoned 
collectors. From the outset, Edward’s aim is to work closely with  

his clients, which include both national and international private 
patrons, architects and interior designers. 

Edward has exhibited his work widely in the UK, and has been 
supported by and recognised within the industry for achieving 
excellence within design, innovation and craftsmanship. All of his 
designs carry his unique maker’s mark: a hallmarked solid silver 
fingerprint which is inlaid into the piece of furniture in a location  
of the client’s choice. 
Web: edwardjohnsonstudio.co.uk

‘My work is the product of a deep 
understanding of materials and the desire 
to explore their possibilities. My work is led 
by a core desire to challenge and innovate’ 
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‘Through our 
commitment to a 
simple harmony of 
form and function 
we create furniture 
that is bold yet 
understated’

‘The studio only works in laminating 
wood veneers to create amazing 
wooden sculptural furniture’

Byron & Gómez
Byron & Gómez is the partnership of Charles Byron and María del 
Mar Gómez, two dedicated designer-makers who share a passion 
for contemporary design and traditional craft. Charles and Maria 
studied at Williams & Cleal Furniture School where they met in 2014. 
Graduates of the Craft Council’s Hothouse programme and touted 
as ‘ones to watch’ by Wallpaper* magazine in 2016, the young duo 
have impressed many with their traditionally handcrafted furniture 
designed for contemporary interiors. 

They have spent the years since working on a string of 
commissions and speculative pieces, building up a body 
of work which exemplifies their design values of simplicity 
and elegance. Through the use of high quality materials and 
commitment to a simple harmony of form and function, Byron 
& Gómez create furniture that is bold yet understated. 
Web: www.byronandgomez.co.uk

Marc Fish
Marc Fish and the Robinson House Studio’s work blurs the boundaries 
of furniture, art, design and sculpture and has earned international 
acclaim. The first piece in the Ethereal series is a desk, this project 
came about as an exploration into materials and an exercise into 
creating new surfaces. The experiment ended with results that far 
exceeded Marc’s expectations; the studio had created a completely 
new material from two that they had been using for many years. The 
top of the desk shows the new material to full effect, the light passes 
through the frosted resin but the spacing of the wood veneers change 

the colour of the spaces it creates. It is both magical and mesmerising, 
revealing itself only after further inspection. The result of four years 
experimentation into the relationship of two very different materials. 

The desk itself is inspired by nature as is all of Marc’s work but 
specifically leaves. The end of the desk has curled edges like that of 
a succulent plant. The top is reminiscent of eroded skeleton leaves; 
lacy, delicate and ethereal. Further pieces to follow in the series 
include lighting, a console and low table. 
Web: www.marcfish.co.uk


